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1.Introduction 

In 2000, V. Popa and T. Noiri [14] introduced the notion of minimal structure. Also they 

introduced the notion of mX -open sets and mX -closed sets and characterized 

those sets using mX-closure and mX -interior operators, respectively. V. Popa and T. Noiri [12] 

obtained the definitions and characterizations of separation axioms by using the concept of 

minimal structure. Abd El-Monsef et al. introduced the notions of β-open sets and β-continuity in 

topological spaces. Andrijevi´c (1986) introduced the class of semi-preopen sets which are 

equivalent to the β-open sets in topological spaces have studied this class of sets by defining their 

neighborhoods, separation axioms and functions.  

 

In this paper we introduce a new class of   β-open sets using minimal structure and the topology 

induced by it. The relationships of this new defined β- mX open sets with some of the other sets 

are investigated. Further the closure and interior of a set with respect to this β- mX open sets is 

defined and some of its characterizations are obtained.   

 

Throughout this paper we consider  the topological space as the structure formed by introducing 

the elements  which are essentially needed for a topological space together with the elements in 

mX. This type of topological space is named as induced topological space of an mX structure and 

denoted by TmX. This structure follows all the properties of ordinary topological space. 

Let A be a subset of X. The closure and interior of A with respect to the mX structure will be 

denoted by  mX-cl(A) and   mX-int(A) where as the closure and interior of A with respect to  

TmX, the corresponding induced topology on mX-structure will be denoted by cl(A) and int(A) 

respectively.  

 

Preliminaries 

Definition:1.1  [13] Let X be a nonempty set and 𝒫(X) the power set of X. A subfamily mX of  

𝒫(X) is called a minimal structure (briefly m-structure) on X if ϕ ∈ mX and X ∈ mX.  
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By (X, mX), we denote a nonempty set X with an m-structure mX on X and it is called an m-

space.  Each member of mX  is said to be  and mX open set and the complement of an mX-open 

set is said to be mX-closed. The collection of  mX open subsets of  X containing the point x ∈ X is 

denoted by mX (x). 

 

Definition : 1.2  [13] Let X be a nonempty set and mX an m-structure on X. 

For a subset A of  X, the mX-closure of A is denoted by mX-cl(A) and the  mX-interior of A is 

denoted by mX-int(A), are defined as follows: 

(1)  mX-cl(A) = ∩{ F: A ⊆ F,X − F ∈ mX}, 

(2) mX-int(A) = ∪{U : U⊆ A, U ∈ mX}. 

 

Lemma: 1.3  [8] Let X≠ ϕ and mX a m-structure on X. For A,B ⊆ X the 

following properties hold: 

(1) mX-cl(X−A) = X− mX-int(A) and mX-int(X−A) = X− mX-cl(A), 

(2) If X −A ∈ mX, then mX-cl(A) = A and if A ∈ mX, then mX-int(A) =A, 

(3) mX-cl(ϕ) = ϕ, mX-cl(X) = X, mX-int(ϕ) = ϕ and mX-int(X) = X, 

(4) If A ⊆  B, then mX-cl(A) ⊆ mX-cl(B) and mX-int(A) ⊆ mX-int(B), 

(5) A ⊆ mX-Cl(A) and mX-int(A) ⊆ A, 

(6) mX-cl(mX-cl(A)) = mX-cl(A) and mX-int(mX-int(A)) = mX-int(A). 

 

Lemma :1.4 [8]  Let X be a nonempty set with a minimal structure mX and 

A a subset of X. Then x ∈ mX-cl(A) if and only if U ∩ A ≠ ϕ for every 
mX-open set U containing x. 

Lemma :1.5 [15]   Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and  TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure 

then for a subset A of X     

1. mX-int(A) ⊆ int(A) 

2. cl(A) ⊆ mX-cl(A) 

Definition :1.6   A subset A of  the topological space (X,𝜏) is said to be 

1. [9]pre open if A⊆ int(cl(A)) 

2. [7]semi open if A⊆ cl(int(A)) 

3. [1]β-open if A ⊆ cl(int(cl(A))) 

4. [3]regular open if A = int(cl(A)) 

 

Definition:1.7  [15]  A subset A of the m-space (X, mX ,TmX) is said to be  

1.a open mX set if mX-int(A)=A 

2. mX-regular open if A = mX-int(mX-cl(A)) 

3. mX-preopen if A ⊆ mX-int(mX-cl (A)) 

4. pre- mX open if A ⊆ int (mX-cl(A)) 

 

Definition: 1.8  [16] A subfamily 𝜏* of  𝒫(X) is said to be a supra topology on X   if, 

(1)  X, ϕ ∈ 𝜏* 
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(2)  if Ai ∈ 𝜏* for all i ∈ J, then ∪Ai ∈ 𝜏*. 

Then (X, 𝜏*) is called a supra topological space. The elements of 𝜏* are called 

supra open sets in (X, 𝜏*) and complement of a supra open set is called a 

supra closed set. 

 

2.𝛃-mX open sets 

 

Definition:2.1  A subset A of X is said to be β-mX open set on a  mX structure if A⊆ mX –

cl(int(mX –cl(A))), where int is defined on the topological space induced by the mX –structure 

and mX –cl is defined on the mX –structure. 

The complement of a β-mX open set is said to be β-mX closed. 

Example:2.2  Let X={a,b,c,d}.Let mX ={ϕ ,X,{a},{b,c},{a,c},{b,d}} and the corresponding 

induced topology by mX –structure is T mX 

={ ϕ,X,{a},{b},{c},{b,c},{a,c},{b,d},{a,b,c},{b,c,d},{a,b,d}}. 

Let A ={b}then mX –cl(A)={b} int (mX –cl(A)) ={b}  mX –cl(int(mX –cl(A)))={b} 

⟹ A ⊆  mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A)))⟹  A is  β-mX open. 

Theorem:2.3    (1) ϕ and X are β-mX open set. 

(2) Arbitrary union of β-mX open set is a β-mX open set. 

 

Proof: (1) It is obviously true. 

 (2) Let A = ∪{Ai: i∈I}, where Ai is an arbitrary collection of β-mX open set  i.e.      

  Ai⊆mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(Ai)))  for each i∈ I. Also Ai ⊆  A for each i∈ I i.e. Ai⊆

mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(Ai))) ⊆  mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A)))  for each i ∈ I .i.e. ∪ {Ai : i ∈ I} ⊆

 mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) i.e. A ⊆mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) implies   arbitrary union of β-mX 

open  set is a β-mX open set. 

 

Remark:2.4   Union of any two non β-mX open set may be  a β-mX open set as shown by the 

following example. 

 

Example:2.5   Let X={a,b,c,d} and mX  = {ϕ, X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} then  the corresponding 

topology on  mX-structure is  T mX ={ϕ,X,{a},{c},{b,c},{c,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c}{b,c,d}}. Let A = 

{a,b} and  B= {a,d} then A and B are not β-mX open  sets but its union  A∪B = {a,b,d}  is a β-

mX open.  

 

Remark :2.6   Intersection of two β-mX open sets need  not be a  β-mX open set as shown by the 

following example. 

 

Example:2.7    Let X = {a,b,c,d} and mX = {ϕ,X,{a},{b,c}{c,d}}, then the corresponding 

induced topology on   mX -structure is Tmx={ϕ,X,{a},{c},{b,c},{c,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c},{b,c,d}}. 
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Let A = {b,c} and B={b,d} then A and B are β-mX open sets but A ∩ B ={b} is not a β-mX open 

set. 

 

Remark :2.8  Let us denote the collection of all β-mX open sets of X by β-mX O(X). This 

collection  forms a supra topology on X. 

 

Theorem: 2.9    Every mX- open set is a β-mX open set. 

Proof: Let A be an mX- open set then A = mX-int (A) ⊆ int(A) ⊆  int (mX –cl(A)) ⊆

mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) ⟹ A is a β-mX open set. 

 

Remark :2.10     Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following 

example. 

 

Example: 2.11   Let X={a,b,c,d} and mX  = {ϕ, X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} then  the corresponding 

topology on   mX-structure is TmX ={ϕX,{a},{c},{b,c},{c,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c}{b,c,d}}. Let A = 

{a,c} then A is β-mX open but not mX-open. 

 

Theorem: 2.12   Arbitrary union of  mX- open sets is a β-mX open set. 

Proof:   It follows from the theorem 2.9 and 2.3 

 

Theorem: 2.12   Every Pre-mX open set is  a β-mX open set. 

Proof: Let A be a Pre-mX open set then A ⊆ int(mX-cl(A)) ⊆mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))). 

⟹  A is a β-mX open set. 

 

Remark : 2.13    Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following 

example. 

 

Example: 2.14   Let X ={a,b,c} and mX ={  ϕ,X,{a},{b}} then the corresponding induced 

topology on mX –structure is T mX ={ ϕ, X ,{a},{b},{a,b}}. Let A ={a,c}then A is  a β-mX open 

set but not Pre- mX open. 

 

Definition : 2.15   A subset A of  X is said to be mX-β open set on a  mX structure if A⊆ mX –

cl(mX-int(mX –cl(A))). 

The collection of all β-mX closed sets of X is denoted by β-mX C(X) 

 

Theorem : 2.16    Every mX-β open set is β-mX open. 

Proof: Let A be a mX-β open set then A ⊆mX– cl(mX int(mX  – cl(A)))  

mX –int(mX –cl(A)) ⊆int(mX-cl(A)) ⟹ mX– cl(mX int(mX  – cl(A))) ⊆ mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) 

⟹A ⊆mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A)))  ⟹ A is β-mX open. 

 

Remark :2.17    Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following 

example. 

Example:2.18  Let X ={a,b,c,d}and mX ={ ϕ, X,{a,b},{b,c},{a,c,d}} and the corresponding 

induced topology on mX- structure is T mX={ ϕ,X,{a},{b},{c},{a,b},{b,c},{a,b,c}}.Let A ={b} 

then A is β-mX open but not mX-β open. 
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Theorem:2.19   Every regular mX-open set is β-mX open. 

Proof:  Let A be a regular mX-open set then A= int(mX-cl(A)) ⊆mX-cl(int(mX-cl(A)) 

⟹A is β-mX open. 

 

Remark :2.20  Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following 

example. 

 

Example:2.21  Let X={a,b,c,d} and mX  = {ϕ, X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} then  the corresponding 

topology on   mX-structure is  T mX ={ϕ,X,{a},{c},{b,c},{c,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c}{b,c,d}}. Let 

A={b,c} then A is β-mX open but not regular mX-open. 

 

Theorem:2.22   Every mX-dense set is β-mX open. 

Proof:  Let A be a mX-dense set in X then mX-cl(A)=X 

⟹A ⊆mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) ⟹A is β-mX open. 

 

Remark :2.23   Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following 

example. 

 

Example:2.24   Let X={a,b,c,d} and mX  = {ϕ, X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} then  the corresponding 

topology on  mX-structure is  T mX ={ϕ,X,{a},{c},{b,c},{c,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c}{b,c,d}}. Let A 

={c,d}then A is β-mX open but not mX-dense in X. 

 

Theorem:2.25  Every β-open set of a topological space induced by a mX-structure is a β-mX 

open set. 

Proof:  Let A be a β-open set then A⊆cl(int(cl(A))). Now cl(int(cl(A))) ⊆cl(int(mX-cl(A))) ⊆

mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) . ⟹ A⊆mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) ⟹A is β-mX open. 

 

Remark :2.26  Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following 

example. 

 

Example:2.27   Let X={a,b,c,d} and mX  = {ϕ, X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} then  the corresponding 

topology on  mX-structure is  T mX ={ϕ ,X,{a},{c},{b,c},{c,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c}{b,c,d}}. Let 

A={b,d} then A is β-mX open but not β-open. 

 

Theorem:2.28  Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and  TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure. If 

A is a subset of an mX-open set B in  X such that A⊆ B⊆ mX-cl(A) then A is a  β-mX open 

set in X. 

Proof: Given B is an mX-open set in X so that, B = mX-int(B) . 

Now,  B ⊆mX-cl(A)  ⟹ mX-int(B) ⊆mX-int(mX-cl(A)) ⊆int(mX-cl(A)) 

 ⟹ B ⊆ int(mX-cl(A)) ⊆mX-cl(int(mX-cl(A))) 

⟹A⊆B⊆mX-cl(int(mX-cl(A))) .Hence A is a pre-open set in X. 

Remark : 2.29  From the above discussions and already existing results, we have the following 

table. The symbol “1” in a cell means that a set on the corresponding  row implies the set on the 

corresponding column. Finally, the symbol “0” means that a set on the corresponding row does 

not implies the set on the corresponding column. 
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Sets mX-open β-mX open Pre-mX 

open 

 

mX- β open 

 

Regular 

mX-open 

 

mX dense 

 

mX-open 1 1 1 1 0 0 

β-mX open 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Pre-mX open 0 1 1 0 0 0 

mX- β open 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Regular mX-

open 

0 1 1 0 1 0 

mX dense 0 1 1 1 0 1 

 

 

3.𝛃-mX closure and 𝛃-mX interior - operators 

 

Definition: 3.1  For a subset A of  X, the β-mX closure of A is denoted by β-mXcl(A) and the β-

mX interior of A is denoted by  β-mX int(A) and are defined as follows: 

 (1)  β-mX cl(A) = ∩{ F: A ⊆ F, F ∈  β-mX C(X)}, 

 (2) β-mX int(A) = ∪{U : U⊆ A, U ∈ β-mX O(X)}. 

 

Remark: 3.2  For any subsets A,B of  X , the following holds: 

1. β-mX int(A) ⊆ A and A ⊆ β-mX cl(A) 

2. mX-int(A) ⊆ β-mX int(A) and β-mX cl(A) ⊆ mX-cl(A) 

 

Lemma: 3.3  Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and let TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure. 

Then for a subset A of X the following holds: 

1. β-mX int(A) = A ∩ mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) 

2. β-mX cl(A) = A ∪  mX– int(cl(mX  – int(A))) 

3. x ∈ β-mX cl(A) if and only if A ∩ U ≠ ϕ for every  β-mX open set U containing x. 

4. β-mX cl(X - A) = β-mX int(A) 

5. if A ∈ β-mX C(X) then A= β-mX cl(A) and if A∈ β-mX O(X) then A = β-mX int(A) 

6. if A⊆ B then β-mX int(A) ⊆  β-mX int(B) and  β-mX cl(A) ⊆ β-mX cl(B). 

 

Theorem: 3.4  Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and  TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure. 

Let A be a subset of X then 

1. A ∈ β-mX O(X) if and only if  β-mX cl(A) ∈ β-mX O(X), 

2. A ∈  β-mX C(X) if and only if  β-mX int(A) ∈ β-mX C(X). 

Proof:  (1) Let A ∈ β-mX O(X) then A⊆ mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) and hence β-mX cl(A) ⊆ β-mX 

cl(mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A)))) ⊆ mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))) ⊆ mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(β−mX cl(A)))) 

Therefore, β-mX cl(A) is  β-mX open. Conversely, let β-mX cl(A) ∈ β-mX O(X) then  A ⊆ β-mX 

cl(A)  ⊆ mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(β−mX cl(A))))  ⊆  mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(mX− cl(A)))) 

= mX– cl(int(mX  – cl(A))).Hence A ∈ β-mX O(X). 

(2)  follows from (1) and Lemma 3.3 

 

Theorem: 3.5  Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and let TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure.  

1. If A ⊆ X is β-mX open then β-mX cl(A) =β-mX int(β-mX cl(A)) 
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2. If A ⊆ X is β-mX closed then β-mX int(A) =β-mX cl(β-mX int(A))    

Proof :  This follows from lemma 3.3 and  theorem 3.4. 

 

Definition: 3.6  A subset A of  X is said to be β-mX regular if it is β-mX open and β-mX closed. 

The collection of all  β-mX regular sets of X is denoted by  β-mX R(X). 

 

Theorem: 3.7  Let A ∈ β-mX R(X) then β-mX int(A) ∈ β-mX C(X) and β-mX cl(A) ∈ β-mX O(X). 

Proof: this follows from the definition 3.6 and theorem 3.4 . 

   

Theorem: 3.8  For any subsets A and B of the supra topological space  (X, β-mX O(X)), the 

following holds 

1. β-mX cl(A) ∪  β-mX cl(B) ⊆ β-mX cl(A ∪ B) 

2. β-mX int(A ∩ B) ⊆ β-mX int(A) ∩ β-mX int(B)   

 

Definition: 3.9  Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and  TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure. 

The space X is said to  be β-mX regular if for each F ∈ β-mX C(X) and each x ∉  F, there exist 

disjoint β-mX open sets U and V such that x ∈ U and F ⊆ V. 

 

Definition:3.10   Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and  TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure 

then the space X is called 

1. β-mX T0, if for every two distinct points of X, there exists a β-mX open neighborhood of 

one of them to which the other does not belong. 

2. β-mX T1, if for every two distinct points x and y in X, there exist two β-mX open sets U 

and V such that x ∈ U, y ∉ U and y ∈ V, x ∉ V. 

3. β-mX T2, if for every two distinct points x and y in X, there exist two disjoint β-mX open 

sets U and V such that x ∈ U and y ∈ V. 

4. β-mX T2* if for every two distinct points x and y in X, there exist two β-mX open sets U 

and V such that x ∈ U, y ∈V and  cl(U) ∩ cl(V) = ϕ. 

 

Remark: 3.11   From the above definitions, 

β-mX T2*  ⟹  β-mX T2   ⟹   β-mX T1    ⟹  β-mX T0    

 

In general the reverse implications in the above relation need not be true. 

 

Theorem: 3.12   Let ( X, mX ) be a m-space and  TmX  be the induced topology on mX structure 

then the space X is a  β-mX T1 space if and only if  for each x ∈ X,{x} is a β-mX closed set. 

 

 

 

Proof:  Suppose X is a β-mX T1space. Let x ∈ X. 

If  X \ {x} = ϕ  then it is clear. Otherwise let y ∈ X\{x} then  y≠x implies there exists two β-mX 

open sets  U ,V  such that x ∈ U, y ∉ U and y ∈ V, x ∉ V. If we do the same for each element y 

in X \{x}, we get a family of  β-mX open sets such that y ∈ V, x ∉ V. 

Clearly, X \{x}= 𝑉𝑦≠x .  Therefore by theorem 2.3 X\{x} is β-mX open .Thus {x} is β-mX 

closed. Conversely suppose that {x} is a β-mX closed set for each x ∈ X. Let x, y ∈ X and x ≠ y. 
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Since {x} and {y} are β-mX closed sets , X \ {x} and X \ {y} are β-mX open sets and x ∈ X \{y} 

and y ∈ X\{x}.Threrfore by definition X is  a β-mX T1  space. 
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